Forum On CD Problems
In Tucson Set Monday

Tucson’s controversial civil defense problem, its scope and what the city is doing about it will get public attention at a University of Arizona forum Monday night.

In the first public forum dealing with the full scope of Tucson’s problem, the audience of townspeople and university students will have opportunity to question three authorities.

Porter Homer, Tucson’s city manager, will discuss what the city is doing to protect itself and its population.

Dr. James McDonald, head of the university’s Institute of Atmospheric Physics, will discuss the specific problems facing Tucson in a nuclear attack.

Robert Bartol, chief engineer of the federal government’s recently completed survey of fallout shelter space in Tucson’s buildings, will discuss what Tucson and Tucsonians can do to meet the problem.

Gene Brooks, co-author of the Citizen’s recent series on civil defense, will moderate the panel and direct questions to the three speakers.

The forum sponsored by the Active Students Association, starts at 8 p.m. in the senior ballroom of the Student Union on the university campus. There is no charge, according to Pat Stanley, president of the student group.
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